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Practical Principle Detailed Spec. 

螺纹式防水透气阀 Item:VV-PO/FVM05022-C1/2/38G

产品构件

PCBody Material 

e-PTFEMembrane

Silicone RingBody Material

产品性能

IP68IP Rate
-40℃～ +125℃Temperature Range

＞40KpaWIP
160ml/min ;△p=70mbarAirflow  A/P

PO/FVM05 is a screw vent plug made of PC with e-PTFE
porous membrane inserted, whose screw pitch is standard 
M05*0.8mm.It is waterproof, gas permeable, resisting UV 
and salt fog. Through tests, it is proved that it reaches IP68. 
It gets ROHS approval and widely used around the world. 

Specification: VV-PO/FVM05022-C1/38G-NM

1. Lower the tension for the housing and rapidly balancing the
pressure.
2. The oleophobic and hydrophobic e-PTFE membrane is
chemically inert and UV resistant.
3. Easy installation and maintenance, which just screws into the
housing. The silicone ring seals the enclosure to keep the good
air tightness. Safe and easy handling.
。

Benefit for Outdoor Equipment 

It can be applied to industrial dust collector, chemicals packing 
industry, bleacher, household commodity, LED, telecommunication
equipment, solar equipment and automotive industry. This product 
cannot be applied to highly corrosive or acid-based environment.

Application 

M5 series items as below：

Item Features Item Features

VV-POVM05022-C18G O-RING /GREY VV-PFVM05022-C18G FLAT-RING/GREY

VV-POVM05022-C28G O-RING /WHITE VV-PFVM05022-C28G FLAT-RING/WHITE

VV-POVM05022-C38G O-RING /BLACK VV-PFVM05022-C38G FLAT-RING/BLACK



Installation Instruction

Customization: VoirTech’s protective vents can be customized to match your products in spec., color, property and
even provide specific solution. For more information, please contact us. 

3. When the housing thickness is ≤3mm, it is suggested punching ø5.2 straight hole and lock with nut. Flat
silicone ring would seal the entrance. Please refer to Suggestion 2 

2、When the housing thickness is ＞3mm, it is suggested punching M5*0.8 threaded hole and use silicone
O-ring to seal the entrance. Please refer to Suggestion 1 

1、H-Thickness of the housing; ø-diameter of the straight hole. Suggest installation torque value ≤1.03N/m

Installation Suggestion ：

The surface of the shell
after installationRotate the sleeve Put in the sleeveTarget-oriented sleeve

外装式 内装式Item material Spec./mm Property

VV-PO/FVM05
022-C1/2/38

G

Wench Size： H11
Total Length：14.3
Screw Length：8

160ml/min ;
△p=70mbar

Specification Installation suggestion

suggestion1 suggestion2

PC

POV/FM05 Pressure flow chart:


